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Abstract 

 

Radical Possibilities:  

Anti-Racist Performance / Practice in 900 Gallons  

 

Nicole Leigh Gurgel, M.F.A. 

The University of Texas at Austin, 2012 

 

Supervisor:  Deborah Paredez 

 
This thesis centers around my autoethnographic performance 900 Gallons; it explores the 
importance of re-membering oppressive family histories and white supremacist legacies 
in particular. First, I explore the theoretical frame that whiteness studies offers this 
project, considering the ways in which performance can disrupt hegemonic whiteness, 
with specific attention to white invisibility, cultural appropriation and supremacy. Next, I 
discuss the project’s primary methodologies: performance autoethnography and queer 
genealogy. Performance autoethnography, I argue, illuminates the discursive potential of 
privileging both critical distance and critical intimacy. Queer genealogy foregrounds the 
importance of historiographical descent as well as dissent. Together, these methods 
reveal the resistant possibilities of embodied scholarship. Finally, I investigate the risks 
and possibilities of re-performing oppressive histories, arguing that when these narratives 
are performed with a critical difference, they can create radical possibilities. The 
Appendix includes the complete 900 Gallons script, as it was performed at the University 
of Texas on November 3 and 4, 2011.  
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Where to Begin 

 

 

Figure 1:  Barbara and Karl Gurgel celebrate their daughter Nicole’s baptism at Saint 
Paul Evangelical Lutheran Church in Lake Mills, Wisconsin.  They are 
joined by Barbara’s parents, Anna and Gerhardt Seefeldt, and her 
grandmother, Anna Troeller. Photographer unknown (1982). 

 
“The question of where to begin is an interesting one. 
Because when you go to tell a story— 
about something that happened to you, I mean— 
you realize that while you were experiencing it, 
you didn't know you were in a story. 
And so consequently, 
you didn't know it had begun 
when it all began.” 
 
—Shannon Jackson, “White Noise” (49) 
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DRINKING A GALLON OF MILK IN AN HOUR WILL MAKE YOU VOMIT. 

Hand shaking, I write this on the chalkboard of a hushed classroom. White tiles, white 

walls, white lights. I write it while singing a German drinking song, one my family sings 

on birthdays in robust, four part harmony. But today it is only me. And my voice, like my 

body, is trembling.  

As scripted, I finish the song and pour myself a glass of milk. The bottle rattles 

against the glass. I bring the glass towards my face and pause, afraid that I can’t do what 

I’ve set out to do. That I won’t be able to stomach the milk. Or, what would be worse: I 

won’t be able to speak, and the stories I mean to share will remain contained, curdling 

inside me. The opposing demands of this performance – imbibing milk, unpacking 

shameful family histories – are threatening to derail it.  

I breathe deeply and drink the milk in a single gulp. I have been rehearsing with 

water, so I am expecting the switch to be unpleasant, painful even. It’s not. In fact, 

swallowing mouthful after mouthful of milk comforts me. It’s soothing, familiar. Unlike 

the other aspects of 900 Gallons – most notably, articulating the ways that white 

supremacy has structured my upbringing – drinking milk is a performance that my body 

remembers. 

900 Gallons began as a creative response assignment for Performing Race in 

American Culture, a graduate seminar taught by Dr. Deborah Paredez at the University of 

Texas at Austin. The assignment asked us to respond to the week’s readings in a form 

other than written analysis. When the class began in August I chose to present in October, 

during the week focused on citizenship. My plan was to create a performance based on 

the street theatre I had been facilitating with immigrant construction workers through the 
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Austin-based organization Workers Defense Project (WDP).1 Having entered graduate 

school to interrogate and enrich my work as a community-based theatre artist, I was 

considering WDP as a site for my thesis project. By October, the course readings, 

discussions, and my classmates’ deeply personal creative responses had me thinking, 

instead, about my own citizenship. I called my parents and asked them how our German 

American ancestors became U.S. citizens. I spoke with my mom first; she deferred, “talk 

to your dad.”  Without irony she added, “he might know more about citizenship than I 

do.” But he didn’t.  

Without the oral history from which I had intended to create my performance, I 

turned to my box of childhood memorabilia. Its contents spoke of my Wisconsin roots 

and my strict German-Lutheran upbringing. Baptism and confirmation certificates, 

religious art projects, photos of my dairy-farming grandparents. Everything in this box 

was familiar. I had seen it all before. But these things were also strange, and often 

horrifying. How had I ever sung “Onward Christian Soldiers” with a red flower pinned to 

my white robe and not understood it as a performance that glorified imperialist crusades? 

How had I not considered the privilege that allowed my German American grandparents 

to go on farming during World War II, while over one hundred thousand Japanese 

Americans were imprisoned? As I looked through this archive – as I held the artifacts in 

my hands – I began to remember beyond what was documented before me. I began to 

remember those things that live, vulnerable and unanchored, in the intertidal space 

between remembering and forgetting. Things that I was meant to forget, because to 

                                                
1 Rooted in Austin, Workers Defense Project / Proyecto Defensa Laboral is a membership-based 
organization that empowers low-income workers to achieve fair employment through education, direct 
services, organizing and strategic partnerships. The majority of their members are immigrant workers from 
Mexico and Central America. Together with eight members and two organizers, we created a performance 
about the exploitative conditions at construction sites. The piece was performed at a vigil held to honor the 
three immigrant workers who died building the luxury high rise, 21 Rio. 
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remember them – and to remember them in the constellation that they now appeared on 

my living room floor – would implicate me and my family as not only beneficiaries, but 

also agents, of white supremacy. 

White supremacy. Even after spending the last eighteen months documenting the 

presence of it in my family history, typing this term still makes me cringe. It is a word 

from which white people like to distance themselves. Some of us are more comfortable 

considering the privilege or unearned advantages that our whiteness confers upon us: 

bandages designed to match our skin color, the myriad nuanced representations of 

European Americans in film, television, and print, the safety that comes from not being 

racially profiled by those in power.2 Even Peggy McIntosh’s foundational essay, “White 

Privilege: Unpacking the Invisible Knapsack” avoids the term supremacy. While 

acknowledging white privilege is important, does a focus on privilege efface the fact that 

it is built on white supremacy?  

While McIntosh’s essay effectively examines the connection between white 

privilege and what she calls “conferred dominance,” it fails to name white supremacy as 

the primary philosophy behind racially oppressive systems or acknowledge that white 

privilege maintains white supremacy (12). Moreover, in emphasizing that dominance is 

conferred upon white people, the essay falls short of addressing the fact that white people 

do not just receive benefits from institutionalized racism, but we produce and perpetuate 

it. We perpetuate it by remaining apathetic, unexamined, ignorant, inactive, fearful or 

guilt-ridden. We perpetuate it by considering white supremacy a thing of the past, a thing 

out of reach, a thing reserved for skinheads and Klan members. We perpetuate it by 

viewing oppressive systems as too monolithic or too archaic or too naturalized to struggle 
                                                
2 In the wake of Trayvon Martin’s murder, activist and filmmaker Michael Skolnik reminds us of the 
ultimate white privilege in “White People, You Will Never Look Suspicious Like Trayvon Martin,” while 
also revealing the material and psychic terrors that white supremacy enacts on communities of color. 
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against. We perpetuate it when we say: that’s just how things are or I’m not a racist or 

that wasn’t my intention. We perpetuate it when we refuse to acknowledge our intimate 

relationship to systems of dominance. White supremacy is in the fabric of our families, 

our childhoods, our communities. It has shaped us from our very beginnings. This is a 

case of the personal being frighteningly political, and the political being personal; white 

supremacy constructs our individual/collective lives, and our individual/collective lives 

are constructed by white supremacy.  

At its core, 900 Gallons uses autoethnographic performance to explore the 

relationship between white supremacy and white family structures and cultures. 900 

Gallons argues that systems of patriarchy, heteronormativity, and Christian 

fundamentalism uphold and are upheld by white supremacy. It affirms that, in order to 

dismantle one system of oppression, we must undo all systems of oppression.3 It was and 

is in this spirit, that I undertake autoethnographic performance. According to Tami Spry 

autoethnography is “a self-narrative that critiques the situatedness of self with others in 

social contexts… [it] is both a method and a text of diverse interdisciplinary praxes” 

(710). While 900 Gallons examines my family in particular, the autoethnographic method 

situates my personal history within a broader socio-historical context informed by critical 

race theory, queer feminisms, and performance studies; thus, this project inhabits the 

space of “interdisciplinary praxes.” What emerges is a queer genealogy – a non-linear 

history that, in centering the anti-racist, queer subject, descends into a critical 

engagement with the past in order to resist the perpetuation of hegemonic narratives of 

progressive ascent. Both modes of analysis are integral to 900 Gallons’ anti-racist 

                                                
3 In this analysis, I have been informed by the Combahee River Collective, among many others. In “A 
Black Feminist Statement” the Collective asserts: “we are actively committed to struggling against racial, 
sexual, heterosexual, and class oppression and see as our particular task the development of integrated 
analysis and practice based upon the fact that the major systems of oppression are interlocking” (232). 
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project. Not only do performance autoethnography and queer genealogy expose the 

insidious nature of white supremacy, they reveal the interrelatedness of all systems of 

oppression. 

In this thesis report, I use performance analysis to illuminate 900 Gallons’ 

theoretical context and methodological considerations as well as (the limits of) its 

transformational possibilities. My analysis focuses on six of the piece’s nine scenes, 

incorporating both scripted text and thick description from 900 Gallons’ debut 

performance at the University of Texas in November 2011. Throughout this essay, I 

intersperse autoethnographic writing that speaks to the personal/political nature of this 

piece – the ways that it laid my life bare and in doing so, illuminated the private inner 

workings of very public systems of oppression. Both analytical methods are informed by 

and aligned with performance studies’ support of nontraditional epistemologies.  

This thesis, “Radical Possibilities: Anti-Racist Performance/Practice in 900 

Gallons,” is divided into three chapters. In the first chapter, “Whiteness and the Dairy 

Land Pastoral,” I explore the theoretical frame that whiteness studies offers this project, 

considering the ways in which performance can disrupt hegemonic whiteness, with 

specific attention to white invisibility, cultural appropriation, and supremacy. Chapter 

two, “Resistant Methodologies: Autoethnography as Queer Genealogy,” expands the 

above discussion of performance autoethnography and queer genealogy. Performance 

autoethnography, I argue, illuminates the discursive potential of privileging both critical 

distance and critical intimacy. Queer genealogy foregrounds the importance of 

historiographical descent as well as dissent. Together, these methods reveal the resistant 

possibilities of embodied scholarship. The third and concluding chapter, “Anti-Racist 

Performance/Practice: Repetition with a Critical Difference,” investigates the risks and 

possibilities of re-performing oppressive histories, arguing that when these narratives are 
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repeated with a critical difference, they can create radical possibilities. Finally, the 

Appendix includes the complete 900 Gallons script, as it was performed at the University 

of Texas on November 3 and 4, 2011. Although it appears at the end of this thesis I 

suggest reading 900 Gallons first, as familiarity with the script will enrich your 

experience of the critical essay. 
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Whiteness and the Dairy Land Pastoral 

 

Figure 2:  This hardware store in Hustisford, Wisconsin was originally Seefeldt 
Brothers Grocery & Dry Goods. My mother remembers her father’s aunt 
and uncle owning it, but according to the Hustisford Business Directory the 
only Seefeldt to have owned this building (from 1893-1897) was named 
William. Photograph by Alisa Chang / NPR (2009).  

 “Whiteness [can be] viewed as ensembles of local phenomena complexly 
embedded in socioeconomic, sociocultural, and psychic interrelations. Whiteness 
emerges as a process, not a “thing,” as plural rather than singular in nature.”  

 
 —Ruth Frankenberg, Displacing Whiteness  (1) 

“We [white people] are seen, we do not (and could not possibly) actually inhabit 
the realm of the unseen, observing subject without properties – but because we are 
seen as white, we characteristically see ourselves and belive ourselves seen as 
unmarked, unspecific, universal.” 

—Richard Dyer, White (45) 
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It is Sunday night and my friend and fellow graduate student Nikiko and I are on 

a brisk walk. We are both presenting our Performing Race projects that week and are 

looking for a way to connect the two. I am planning to create a solo performance around 

the artifacts and memories I unearthed that weekend but don’t have a guiding metaphor. 

Nikiko is telling me about the installation she is creating – a dinner table set with items 

that explore citizenship through the lens of food production and consumption. The 

installation draws on her agrarian and biracial heritages – her Japanese American 

grandparents founded the organic peach farm that she currently works with her mother, 

father, and brother; her maternal grandparents, like mine, were German American dairy 

farmers.  

One of the most poignant artifacts displayed in Nikiko’s installation is a menu 

from the internment camp where her paternal grandparents were imprisoned during 

World War II. After each meal, the beverages are listed: coffee, tea, milk. Nikiko tells me 

that not only was milk offered, it was compulsory for children. Like many people of Asian 

origin, Nikiko and her paternal grandparents are lactose intolerant. Hearing this story, I 

am reminded of the cultural specificity of milk – most of the world’s population cannot 

digest it even as dominant U.S. culture assumes it to be a wholesome, healthful drink, one 

that is justifiably mandatory. I am also reminded that, while I no longer drink milk 

regularly, I can and always will be able to stomach it.  

While 900 Gallons weaves together several metaphors and motifs – white dresses, 

photography, Christian rites of passage – milk is at the core of its world. Much of the 

preshow music references milk; we hear Elvis Presley singing “Milk Cow Blues Boogie” 

and Eric Clapton covering Robert Johnson’s “Malted Milk.” These choices serve a dual 

purpose, filling the aural space with milk as metaphor while referencing white 

appropriation of Black musical traditions. A ramshackle collection of glass bottles, jars, 
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and jugs are filled with what appears to be milk and are grouped in three corners of the 

stage, as if marking the points of a triangle.4 Near the center of the stage sits a rectangular 

wooden table, draped in a white cloth and bearing the makings of a birthday party: a cake 

iced in white frosting, a knife, a stack of nine plates and nine empty glasses, waiting to be 

filled. The volume of milk and those nine empty glasses create a dramatic tension – like a 

gun appearing in the first act, they foreshadow an impending crisis. 

Unlike the proverbial gun, the milk is fired long before 900 Gallons’ third act; 

crisis is not the point to which this performance builds, it is the point from which it 

emerges. As a National Public Radio (NPR) story begins to play at the top of the second 

scene, I secure an apron around my waist, transforming into a prim Midwestern 

homemaker. As such, I bear all the markers of idealized Western feminine beauty: I am 

blonde-hair, blue-eyed, thin-framed and white. I bustle towards the table and begin to 

slice cake and pour milk; I am alone but anticipating company. My actions are efficient 

and practiced at first but as I become engrossed in the story, my industriousness slips. I 

lick the white frosting that coats my fingers, sample the bits of red velvet cake that litter 

the pristine tablecloth. I listen more deeply to the radio – the story is about Hustisford, 

Wisconsin and the above-average language retention of its nineteenth century German 

immigrant population. Something in the story triggers me, and I begin to eat rabidly, 

shoving cake into my mouth, washing it down with loud, wet drinks of milk. I am no 

longer eating for pleasure, but to be rid of something. I am visibly disgusted by my own 

consumption, yet I continue at a gluttonous pace until the radio cuts out, abruptly. I look 

up and, for the first time in this scene, notice the audience staring at me. Some are 

amused, some concerned, some disgusted. Startled, I clean up as best I can, but it is of 
                                                
4 Most of the bottles are actually filled with water and white tempera paint; actual milk would be too costly 
and would probably spoil under theatrical lighting. 
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little use. The table is now a mess of cake and milk, as am I. With frosting covering my 

fingers, and red velvet staining my white apron, I approach the audience offering cake 

and milk, the gracious hostess once again.   

This scene reveals the paradox of white (in)visibility. As a performer, I am 

inherently conscious that my body is visible to an audience, even as I perform 

obliviousness from behind an imaginary fourth wall. As one of the most corporeal scenes 

in the play – one that emphasizes and is threatened by my bodily (in)capacity – it is also 

the only scene that is not presentational. From within this hyper-naturalism, I perform the 

opposing concepts that construct whiteness: that its dominant status makes it highly 

visible, even as hegemony attempts to render it invisible. In White Richard Dyer explains 

this paradox. 

In a visual culture – that is a culture which gives a primacy to the visible as a 
source of knowledge, control, and contact with the world… Whites must be seen 
to be white, yet whiteness as race resides in invisible properties and whiteness as 
power is maintained by being unseen. To be seen as white is to have one’s 
corporeality registered, yet true whiteness resides in the non-corporeal.” (44-45)  

Western culture privileges that which is visible, which presents a problem for white folks 

whose racial identity and power is bound up in invisibility. 

 Imbibing an excess of cake and milk in this scene reveals that white invisibility is 

not a naturalized state – it is the product of an enormous, sickening amount of labor. 

Taking on the persona of a nice, white housewife, I perform along the border of 

(in)appropriate levels of white (in)visibility. When the NPR story begins I experience a 

moment of private pleasure, cloistered in the kitchen. Here is a story about my ancestors 

– hardworking German immigrants from rural Wisconsin – making national news. I am 

proud to be recognized, to be made visible in this way. But, the story reveals the privilege 

that allowed German immigrants to celebrate their language retention – as opposed to 
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Spanish speaking immigrants who are constantly demonized for this very thing. In doing 

so, it crosses over into inappropriate visibility. Uncritical, anecdotal news of white folks 

is one thing. A report that points out the tip of the privilege iceberg is quite another, 

because there is no telling how deep it could take me. Uncomfortable with this type of 

visibility and powerless to turn the radio off, I begin to eat and drink in earnest, 

attempting to seize control of what is – and is not – visible in this world. Attempting to 

make the cake vanish proves futile; binge eating only further emphasizes my 

corporeality. Instead of masking the issue, I become implicated – by the cake covering 

my body and the cake lurking within it. What’s more, the dessert’s unavoidably red 

pastry stands out against the white of my apron, skin and teeth, recalling the bloodshed 

upon which whiteness is built. Turning to the audience, startled and ashamed, I display 

my white body caught red-handed in a history of supremacy.  

This vignette, innocuously titled “Dinner Party,” is the play’s only scene in which 

I do not directly address the audience – the only “private” moment I have in this very 

public event. Of course, this scene takes place in front of an audience; even as my 

performance moves from pride of visibility to panic of lost invisibility, I am always a 

visible body. Performing obliviousness to the audience speaks to the connections between 

white invisibility and white supremacy. As bell hooks explains, “in white supremacist 

society, white people can “safely” imagine that they are invisible to black people since 

the power they have historically asserted, and even now collectively assert over black 

people accorded them the right to control the black gaze” (168). hooks qualifies “safely,” 

suggesting both the ridiculousness and impossibility of imagining oneself invisible. Yet, 

even as white people have never actually been invisible to Black people, invisibility as an 

imaginary possibility is a psychic privilege that is reserved for white bodies. Performing 

as if I were invisible in the presence of an audience while making my body especially 
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visible through conspicuous consumption emphasizes white invisibility as a myth, and 

exposes the material realities of this myth. 

When I was growing up, the federal government disseminated the Food Guide 

Pyramid in order to encourage Americans to eat healthfully. The pyramid was divided 

into six sections: grains, fruits, vegetables, proteins, fats/oils/sweets, and dairy. It 

recommended eating two to three servings of dairy per day. If you were pregnant, 

breastfeeding or under the age of twenty-four three servings was considered the 

minimum. In my family, we didn’t need the government telling us to eat cheese and drink 

milk; my mom grew up on a dairy farm and ensured that her children drank a glass of 

milk with at least two out of three meals. If my parents had failed to instill in me the value 

of milk consumption, Wisconsin’s Dairy Council would have filled the void. Between 

television commercials extolling the benefits of broccoli smothered in cheese sauce, free 

ice cream cones during Dairy Month (June), and the Got Milk? ads of the nineties,  I 

understood that consuming dairy products was not only a delicious way to build strong 

bones, but it was – just like doing as I was told – inherently good. 

In contrast to the somber confirmation scene before it, “Piano Lesson” carries a 

tone of irreverence. Peering around to make sure no one is watching, I insert a red straw 

into a glass of milk. I take a sip and then, after ensuring the coast is clear once more, I 

cautiously blow bubbles in the milk. Another glance around the room and I blow even 

harder; the milk bubbles cascade over the side of the glass and onto the table. Caught up 

in my world of surveillance-free after-school recreation, I hum into the straw, performing 

a kazoo-like version of “Onward Christian Soldiers” – the song I sung so militantly, so 

devoutly in the previous scene. Dancing with my glass and humming, I play freely until I 

can no longer avoid what is unseen by the audience – the piano, staid, still, and awaiting 

my practice session.  
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Collapsing to the floor in a dramatic fit of pre-pubescence, I crawl to the piano 

bench and begin to list the reasons why I don’t want to perform this daily routine: “I the 

hate scales, I hate playing the same song over and over and over and over again… I hate 

that I’m not as good as my older sisters.” But then I remember, there is something I like 

about piano lessons – a song that I’ve mastered, a song that I can “play loud and fast and 

[use to] make everyone in my house listen to me.” Seated on the floor upstage left, I 

pound my feet and belt my favorite song for the audience: “Shawnee, Arapaho, Pawnee, 

Navajo, Sioux. / Indian nations here before the great Christopher Columbus came. /And 

there were many, many more see how many nations you can name!” 

“Piano Lesson” reveals the quotidian ways in which whiteness constructs itself 

through identities of color. Even as whiteness is constructed to be the dominant race in 

the United States, it is constructed against those cultures and people that it has sought to 

make subordinate. In Playing Indian, Philip Deloria explains that just as Blackness is 

necessary for American whiteness, so too is Indianness.  Deloria argues that conceptions 

of Native Americans as “savages” served  

…[white] Americans as oppositional figures against whom one might imagine a 
civilized national Self. Coded as freedom, however, wild Indianness proved 
equally attractive, setting up a “have-the-cake-and-eat-it-too” dialective of 
simultaneous desire and repulsion. (3) 

European American conceptions of a “civilized national Self” were – and still are – 

contingent on myths of “wild Indianness.” What’s more, whiteness in the United States 

subsumes both – what Deloria calls the “dialective of simultaneous desire and repulsion.” 

“Playing Indian,” the white American body underscores its civilized nature by 

appropriating performances of Indianness.  

In “Piano Lesson,” the individuation and institutionalization of both impulses – 

oppositional and desirous – are apparent. Reluctant to practice piano – that prototypical 
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instrument of European Enlightenment – I perform my resistance to the civilizing forces 

of the piano, rolling my eyes, sighing my discontent, flailing my arms and legs as I 

physically roll away from the instrument. I want to be free, my sighs seem to indicate, 

free to blow bubbles into milk, to make music outside of the strictures of numbered 

fingers, of book-dictated volume and rhythm. And indeed, it is the “Indian” song that 

brings me back, that makes room for freedom, wildness and my desire for these within 

the civilizing space of the involuntary music lesson. In playing this song – whose title I 

have forgotten, but whose lyrics and rhythms remain embedded in my memory – I 

literally practice and perform my own civilization against and through the (seemingly) 

resistant rhythms of an amalgamated and appropriated culture, one that my (so-called) 

civilized ancestors played a part in decimating. In this way, I have my cake and eat it too: 

playing Indian, while playing piano.  

About a week into the first draft of 900 Gallons I stop sleeping through the night. 

It happens incrementally: 5 AM, then 4, then 3. At the beginning, I wake up energized, my 

mind racing with new ideas for the script. At the beginning I enjoy it – all this extra time 

to write in the quiet, in the dark. “Maybe this is all part of the process,” I think. 

Five days in, I am anxious, I am exhausted, I am moody – uncontrollably giddy 

and then suddenly sad. These unasked-for early morning wake up calls are starting to get 

to me. I go to yoga. I meditate. I take late-night baths. I avoid caffeine and sugar. I 

engage in non-script related activities before bed. Nothing helps. Desperate, I seek 

advice via a Facebook status update: “FB Friends: What are your best (natural) 

insomnia remedies? 3:30 seems to be the magic wake-up number. Which seems creepy. 

But then again, everything is a little bit creepy right now.”  
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Ten friends submitted a variety of remedies: deep breathing, calming 

visualizations, yoga, Benadryl. Of the ten people who responded, three suggested that I 

drink milk before bed. I tried it. Milk didn’t help.    

900 Gallons ends where it began, with its performer navigating an excess of milk. 

I do not drink milk after “Dinner Party” but it remains in me – as a metaphor, as a threat 

– for the duration of the performance. At the beginning of “Funeral” I have repositioned 

the clusters of milk bottles to stretch from downstage left to downstage right. I now 

carefully step through this field of milk bottles as part of a pilgrimage to my 

grandfather’s grave. In a few minutes, I will tell the audience to reexamine the picture of 

me smiling above his dairy farm.5 The final words of the play will reveal that if they look 

closer at the photo, they will see the manure bin: 
 
 Navy blue  
 and bigger than the farmhouse,  
 it’s full of shit  
 in the front yard.  
 The new owners don’t have any use for it,  
 but they don’t know how to move it. 

I am not there yet, though; I am still at my grandpa Gerhardt’s grave, envisioning the 

landscape that feeds my sense of self like no other place I’ve known. The hills forged by 

glaciers, the clean country air, the open sky.  Even the windmills – a modernization that 

saddens my mother – remind me of a flock of oversized, snow-white birds.  

As much as I want this moment to remain pure – a memory of love and grief, 

untouched by white supremacy – the scene is steeped in it. Just as I am never outside of 

my white skin, my connection to racial oppression is unavoidable. The history of the term 

“Caucasian” reveals how, even here at my grandfather’s grave, my experience is 

                                                
5 This photograph was taken on the same day as the actual pilgrimage I am describing. 
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structured by white supremacy. In White Dyer explains that Caucasian identity was 

created in reference to the Caucasus, the mountain range that Europe’s alleged “founding 

people” the “Aryans” are said to have crossed over when they migrated from the Indian 

Subcontinent (21). This term, according to Dyer, emphasized both: 

 … the Caucasus mountains themselves as a determinant factor on white racial 
formation and enabled the Aryan myth to be severed, most notably as the hands of 
the Nazism, from its Asian associations… Such places had a number of virtues: 
the clarity and cleanliness of the air, the vigour [sic] demanded by the cold, the 
enterprise required by the harshness of the terrain and climate, the sublime, soul-
elevating beauty of mountain vistas, even the greater nearness to God above and 
the presence of the whitest thing on earth, snow.” (21)  

I read this chapter of White after I wrote “Funeral.” It stunned me; all of the love and 

nostalgia written into this piece was cataloged here on the page. Clean air, a clear head, 

the hard labor of farm work, steep hills, a panoramic view, snow. I was grieving my 

grandfather’s death through lies spun by racist pseudo-historians two hundred years 

before I was born. I was affectively operating through the same symbols the Nazis used 

to perpetuate those deadly myths of the “master race.” This experience exposes what 

Ruth Frankenberg calls “the fundamental co-constitution of whiteness and racial 

domination” (4). Just as mountains serve as both myth and metaphor – housing a desire 

for origins and dominance simultaneously – whiteness does not exist outside of its 

oppression of other races. In grieving my grandfather and longing for a homeplace, I was 

enacting a white supremacist scenario. Like the stolen land the family farm was built on, 

my relationship to my grandfather bears the marks of white supremacy.  
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Figure 3: Nicole Gurgel overlooks the former Seefeldt farm, outside of Theresa, 
Wisconsin. Photograph by Barbara Gurgel (2009).  

What these three scenes reveal – and what Ruth Frankenberg argues – is that 

whiteness and white supremacy are dynamic processes, rather than stagnant things, 

constructed and maintained through practice and performance, routine and ritual (1). Just 

as dinners must be prepared daily and piano lessons must be practiced over and over 

again, whiteness is produced and white supremacy is maintained through continual re-

performance. Even as this process must be persistently repeated in the present, it draws 

on past scenarios as a way to stabilize and naturalize current systems of oppression. In 

The Archive and the Repertoire Diana Taylor defines scenarios as “meaning-making 

paradigms that structure social environments, behaviors, and potential outcomes” (28). 

Not only do scenarios inform both the context and content of our lives, but as “meaning-

making paradigms” they provide a lens through which to understand the ways that 
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hegemony is stabilized through performance. Like the myth of the Caucasians which 

structured my white nostalgia in “Funeral,” scenarios exist across centuries and 

continents. They are, as Taylor says, a “portable framework” (28). Unbound by time or 

place, scenarios continue to haunt us. Present in both ritual and routine, scenarios 

permeate our lives and are thus able to reinscribe hegemony in the mundane and sacred 

alike. 

The ever-present, continually performed nature of white supremacy – of 

hegemony of any kind – can make it appear insurmountable, but it is also the very thing 

that allows for its destabilization. Because supremacy is a process of performances – 

because it is always becoming – it is also vulnerable to interruptions and interventions. 

Even as scenarios structure personal and social interactions, they are not fixed 

frameworks, but they “allow(s) for many possible endings” (Taylor 28). The fact that 

scenarios of whiteness are performed is the very thing that makes us able to subvert them.  

This is 900 Gallons’ project. Presenting scenarios that produced the white 

supremacy of my childhood as a performance of resistance flips the script. The practices 

and performances that constructed white supremacy now excavate, expose and 

undermine it. Said differently: in 900 Gallons performances that stabilize and destabilize 

white supremacy are one in the same. If, as Dyer argues, “whiteness retains its power by 

remaining unseen,” then performances that render white supremacy visible, diminish its 

power even if only momentarily (45). These kinds of performance subvert hegemony 

when they ask us to consider that, for every dairy land pastoral, there may be an 

enormous manure bin, hiding in plain sight. 
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Resistant Methodologies:  

Performance Autoethnography as a Queer Genealogy  

 

 “The critical ethnographer… takes us beneath surface appearances, disrupts the 
status quo, and unsettles both neutrality and taken-for-granted assumptions by 
bringing to light underlying and obscure operations of power and control.” 

— Soyini Madison, Critical Ethnography: Method, Ethics, and Performance (5)  

 “Genealogy is gray, meticulous, and patiently documentary. It operates in a field 
of entangled and confused parchments, on documents that have been scratched 
over and recopied many times… It must record the singularity of events outside 
of any monotonous finality; it must seek them in the most unpromising places, in 
what we tend to feel is without history – in sentiments, love, conscience, instincts; 
it must be sensitive to their recurrence, not in order to trace the gradual curve of 
their evolution, but to isolate the different scenes where they engaged in different 
roles. Finally genealogy must define even those instances when they are absent, 
the moment when they remained unrealized.”  

— Michel Foucault, “Nietzsche, Genealogy, History” (76) 

“For history, as nearly no one seems to know, is not merely something to be read. 
And it does not refer merely, or even principally, to the past. On the contrary, the 
great force of history comes from the fact that we carry it within us, are 
unconsciously controlled by it in many ways, and history is literally present in all 
that we do. It could scarcely be otherwise, since it is to history that we owe our 
frames of reference, our identities, and our aspirations.” 

— James Baldwin, “Unnameable Objects, Unspeakable Crimes” (175)  

 

My grandparents sold their dairy farm in the seventies. I don’t know all the 

details. No one has ever told me the complete story. I want to understand what happened, 

but all I have are fragments: my grandpa’s fondness for cows and the collection of 

Holstein mugs, figurines, and dish towels that he accrued in the absence of his herd. The 

shame (or was it disappointment?) that surfaces when my grandmother talks about 
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moving to town and working at the factory, bottling other farmers’ milk. A story told by 

my mother, about how her older brother Dick was planning to take over the farm, and 

how he pressured my grandfather to expand – more cows, modernized equipment – and 

then disappeared. And then there’s the absence of evidence: the things left unsaid. Like 

why I never met Dick. Like why my mom saved a photo of her and him as babies and then 

gave it to me. Like why the stories that would really make sense of things don’t get told.  

As the audience enters the performance space, they are met with a slightly 

unusual house arrangement. The seats are still laid out in rows running parallel to the 

stage, but end tables have been inserted every few chairs. A lamp sits atop each table, 

illuminating six photographs: a Polaroid of a baptism, two photographs of teenage girls 

on their confirmation days – one in black and white and one in color – a snapshot of a 

wedding, an old hardware store, and a woman’s profile overlooking a blurry farm. The 

ushers ask the audience to examine the photographs, pick them up, pass them around. 

Songs from the forties and fifties are playing, some in German, some in English; the 

atmosphere in the house is warm, bright, nostalgic.  

The energy of the house stands in contrast to the aesthetics of the stage. Where the 

house is warmly lit by practicals, the blues and whites of the stage lights are cool and 

harsh. Where the audience talks, steps and squeezes around folks to find their seats, the 

stage is occupied by a single, solemn body performing housework with denaturalized 

stiffness. Where the photographs are an inviting, even nostalgic collage of (seemingly) 

happy memories, the seven frames that hover above the stage are haunting in their 

emptiness, absent of that which they are designed to showcase. It is here that the greatest 

connection between the stage and the house is made. The large, hollow frames create a 

discursive relationship with the six photographs. Their emptiness and dimensions suggest 
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there is more to the story than appears in the picture, that these small snapshots are 

connected to a larger narrative.  

Featuring personal photographs in a discursive relationship with the empty frames 

exposes the critical autoethnographic method at play in 900 Gallons. The six photographs 

offer an incomplete narrative; the monologues I perform fill in the gaps, situating the 

photographs in socio-historical context that critiques – rather than naturalizes – 

hegemonic notions of race, gender, sexuality and class. Kristin Langellier insists on the 

efficacy of personal narrative performance (her term) explaining that it “gives shape to 

social relations, but because such relations are multiple, polysemic, complexly 

interconnected, and contradictory, it can do so only in unstable and destabilizing ways for 

narrator and audience” (qtd. in Spry 710). Transposing Langellier’s argument onto 

autoethnographic performance, I believe that this methodology can destabilize hegemony 

by laying bare the ways it is maintained. Even as the photographs suggest a social world 

marked by nostalgia and respectability, the monologues that accompany them complicate 

these notions. When the primarily visual information of the photographs is woven into 

the audible, textual, physical, and emotional world of the stage, the discrepancy between 

the two is foregrounded. In the snapshot of me overlooking my grandparents’ farm, the 

wind whips my hair as I smile brightly; the farm in the background is a generic blur of 

silos and barns. It is not until the very last moments of the performance, when I point out 

the “manure bin / … full of shit / and in the front yard,” that this photograph takes on 

critical meaning. In this way, 900 Gallons operates as a critical autoethnography, taking 

the audience and performer “beneath surface appearances” and “bringing to light 

underlying and obscure operations of power and control” (Madison 5). Uncovering the 

inner workings of white supremacy through performance, and locating it in the most 

personal of places, I labor to destabilize it.  
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Situating myself at the center of this inquiry demands that I examine myself with 

both critical distance and intimacy. Spry makes the case for critical distance when she 

argues, “in autoethnographic performance self is other” (716). In a society that sets 

whiteness as the standard by which bodies of color are made “other,” examining the 

white body with critical distance – as the autoethnographic “other” – is necessary in order 

to expose the perpetuation of systems of domination. But, to borrow a Biblical aphorism, 

performance autoethnography cannot live on critique alone. Emotional intimacy is an 

equally compelling force in its creation and performance. Just as 900 Gallons was 

propelled by the desire to examine my roots with a critical lens, it was also borne out of a 

need to reflect on the complex emotional relationship I have with my family and past. In 

autoethnography critical distance and intimacy must exist together, or as Spry reminds us, 

“good autoethnography is not simply a confessional tale of self-renewal; it is a 

provocative weave of story and theory” (713). Autoethnography created primarily from a 

place of emotional intimacy risks losing sight of the oppressive structures that “a 

confessional tale of self-renewal” exists within. Conversely, autoethnographic 

performance derived solely from a place of critical distance ignores what Joanna Brooks 

calls “the transformative possibilities of feeling” (qtd. in Jones 9). If hegemony permeates 

all facets of our lives, then every level of our selves – intellect and affect – must be 

enlisted to resist its power. It is this kind of “deep personal renovation” that Omi 

Osun/Joni L. Jones asserts is “a prerequisite to radical social change” (Jones 10). I 

believe in the necessity of “deep personal renovation” – my friendships, work, self, and 

love depend on it. For me, continuous personal transformation is best cultivated in the 

space between critical distance and intimacy. The movement between the two – this 

weaving together of story and theory – are key to unpacking the complicated tangle that 

is race in the United States. This is the space from which autoethnographic performance 
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is created, and it is these juxtapositions – distance/intimacy, personal/political, 

systemic/individual – that render it such a useful tool by which to rhetorically and 

performatively destabilize white supremacy. 

I wrote to my Uncle Dick once. I was a fourth grader at Saint Paul Lutheran 

School. In the spirit of our patron saint, we were assigned to write a letter to someone 

who was struggling in their faith. I chose my Uncle Dick even though I’d never met him; 

he was the only person I knew who wasn’t Christian. I don’t remember exactly what I 

wrote, but I know that I asked my mom to send it.  I’m not sure if she did.   

When I was twenty-one and experiencing my own crisis of faith, I started writing 

letters to Dick in my head. Twice, maybe three times. I never recorded the letters, but my 

memory of them is so vivid. Declaring myself an unbeliever in a family of Lutheran 

pastors and schoolteachers terrified me. I couldn’t sleep. I felt stifled. I felt crazy. I 

wanted out. I wondered if this was how he felt – if this was the reason he went away and 

stayed gone. I said all these things to Dick, silently, in my mind. It was almost like 

praying.  

The tone of nostalgia set by the house aesthetics continues through the first three 

scenes but is sharply abandoned in “Confirmation.” Full of milk and cake from the 

previous vignette, “Dinner Party,” I persist, closing it by leading the audience in a 

German drinking song, raising my glass to them and draining it in one go. It will be my 

last. As I swallow the milk, I follow its descent into my body and shudder. The lights 

shift from bright to cool; suddenly, this world looks eerie, desolate. Moments ago the 

space was filled by fifty voices singing “Hoch So Sie Leben,” now it is quiet, except for 

my footsteps. Dutifully, I dress myself in a white confirmation robe and tell the story of 

how, at the age of fourteen, I vowed to be a life-long Lutheran. I list the German 

surnames of  
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Figure 4: From left to right: Barbara Seefeldt posing in her confirmation dress at 
Krueger Studio in Hartford, Wisconsin. Photographer unknown (1957). 
Nicole Gurgel posing in her confirmation robe at Saint Paul Evangelical 
Lutheran Church in Lake Mills, Wisconsin. Photograph by Robert Heussner 
(1997). 

my confirmation classmates, recite the vows I took, verbatim, and sing our class hymn 

soberly: “Onward Christian soldiers / marching as to war / with the cross of Jesus / going 

on before.” I run back to the table – now a mess of milk puddles and half-eaten cake – to 

open my gifts, what I presume to be “cards full of cash.” But when I tear open the 

envelope, the card holds the two confirmation pictures that appear on every end table. 

Holding them out to the audience I narrate: “My mother and me. / Forty years apart. / 

Both dressed in white. / Both clutching Bibles.” Even as my words and the photograph 

articulate the similarities we share, the performance of this moment questions the truth of 

the axiom, like mother like daughter. 
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 Having revealed the colonialism at the center of my confirmation ritual, these 

photos can no longer be nostalgically viewed as relics of a present-less past. Instead, they 

mark the cyclical, insidious nature of white supremacy. In Family Frames, Marianne 

Hirsch argues that the former is, in fact, the agenda of family albums – to promote 

“chronology, continuity, and repetition across generations” (214). Family albums 

maintain hegemony when they insist that each generation reflect its predecessor. This 

directive protects the invisibility of systems of power. Performing against these 

photographs – by breaking my confirmation vows in the presence of an audience – I 

expose the myths that I am supposed to reify: the supremacy of fundamentalist 

Christianity among all other belief systems, its righteousness and rightness confirmed by 

“repetition across generations,” and its investment in and promulgation of the superiority 

of whiteness.6 According to Hirsch, “it is the consciousness of a break, exposed in the 

radical and irreverent manipulation of images, that enables intervention, contestation, and 

change” (214). “Confirmation” reveals the truth of Hirsch’s theory; through “irreverent 

manipulation” of this inter-generational ritual and these compulsory vows I prove them to 

be non-binding. Taking Hirsch’s claim further, my use of images illuminates the ways in 

which deliberately departing from a photograph’s (or photographer’s) intent does double 

duty: it exposes hegemony while undermining it. And while Hirsch makes her argument 

based on written texts, 900 Gallons reveals that performance can amplify resistant 

readings of images. With my actual flesh-and-blood, adult body juxtaposed with the two-

dimensional portrait of my teenage self, I am at once the body that has been molded by 

                                                
6 In White Dyer confirms these myths, arguing that as “the religious export of Europe… it [Christianity] 
has been thought and felt in distinctly white ways for most of its history” (17). Dyer goes on to list 
examples of this phenomenon: “the persistence of Manichean dualism of black:white… the role of the 
Crusades in racialising (sic) the idea of Christendom… the gentilising and whitening of the image of Christ 
and the Virgin,” and most related to 900 Gallons, “the ready appeal to the God of Christianity in the 
prosecution of doctrines of racial superiority and imperialism” (17).   
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colonial Christian rhetoric, and the body that is denouncing it. Embodying the 

contradictions of critical distance and critical intimacy, I employ both to reveal and 

destabilize the white supremacy I enacted in this coming-of-age ritual.  

Lately, I’ve been working on an alternative theory for why Dick abandoned the 

farm. It never made sense to me that he would push for expansion and then disappear. I 

want a motive, one powerful enough to undo a (nearly) fourth generation family farm. I 

think I have one. There’s not a lot of evidence for it, but the evidence I have makes my 

heart race, so I believe in it. Or maybe I just want to believe in it.  

I think Dick was gay. I think that his flight from the farm corresponded with some 

kind of coming out – either to himself or my grandparents. Here’s my proof: our family 

never talked about him – not my grandparents, not my mom (silence of this magnitude 

generally signals some egregious sin). Once, when I was pressing her for information, my 

mom told me that Dick used to send my grandparents porn (or things they considered to 

be porn). Dick became an alcoholic during his short-lived marriage (both substance 

abuse and attempted heterosexuality are methods of coping with a closeted identity).  

And, finally, I am the first openly queer person in my family, but I can’t believe that I am 

the family’s first queer. So I look to the margins to create a queer lineage, however 

unrealized it might be. 
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Figure 5: Barbara Ann Gurgel (née Seefeldt) and Karl Robert Gurgel on their wedding 
day. They were married by his father, Karl August Gurgel at Saint Peter’s 
Evangelical Lutheran Church in Fon du Lac, Wisconsin. Photographer 
unknown (1965).   

One of the most striking photographs present in 900 Gallons is a snapshot of my 

parents on their wedding day. More than any other photo, this one performs white 

nostalgia most vibrantly. The black and white image makes their wedding clothes gleam. 

My father sports a close-cropped haircut and thick-rimmed glasses; a pillbox hat perches 

halo-like on my mother’s head. These details locate the photograph in the mid-twentieth 
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century, a time that political conservatives often venerate for its “traditional family 

values.” Both my parents stare directly into the camera and emote at gender-appropriate 

levels – her toothy smile contrasted by his tight-lipped one. As an archive that has been 

passed on to their children, this photograph reinforces my parents’ belief in the 

wholesome beauty of their white, heterosexual, nuclear family that is ritually (or actually) 

conceived on this day.  

In 900 Gallons’ eighth vignette, “Dress Fitting,” I tell the oral history of my 

parents’ wedding day – the history that this photograph attempts to efface. “My mom 

never displayed photos of her wedding day,” I confide before offering an explanation: 

“my dad’s dad dominated the planning in his usual way – / he picked the church, the 

music, the cake, the flowers / the honeymoon hotel.” Having complicated the image, I 

then confront it, pulling the photograph from the back of the wedding dress, the last piece 

of white clothing hanging from an empty frame. With my body covered by the dress, and 

my face nearly identical to my just-married mother’s, I come out to the audience. 

In this scene my queer body presents a genealogy of descent, one at odds with the 

forward-looking inclination of the traditional wedding ritual. Countering commonplace 

ideas of genealogy as a linear, heterosexual progression from (grand)parents to their 

progeny, 900 Gallons’ genealogy exists as an anti-chronological web centered on a queer 

subject. Rather than attempting to triumphantly rise up out of the past, 900 Gallons 

presents genealogy in the Foucauldian sense, as “an analysis of descent” (81). Orienting 

the genealogical trajectory as one of descent, Foucault positions it as deeply embedded in 

the past – a stance reflected by James Baldwin’s argument that “people are trapped in 

history and history is trapped in them” (qtd. in hooks 173). Approaching history through 

paradigms of descent or entrapment is particularly important when dealing with the 

legacy of race and racism in this so-called “post-racial” era when conservative (and 
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sometimes liberal) forces attempt to position race-based oppression as something we, as a 

country, have transcended.7 Genealogies of descent, like 900 Gallons, resist this impulse, 

challenging us to acknowledge that past oppressions are ever present. 

900 Gallons’ genealogical orientation opposes hegemonic notions of progress by 

privileging my body as a resistant, epistemological site. Pulling the photograph out from 

behind the wedding dress, I verbalize, for the first time, that my face is almost an exact 

replica of my mother’s. This physical similarity reflects one of the “tasks” of genealogy, 

as Foucault sees it: “to expose a body totally imprinted by history” (83). Foucault does 

not stop there, stating that genealogy must also uncover “the process of history’s 

destruction of the body” (83). I undertake both tasks in “Dress Fitting.” Even as my 

mother’s face is “totally imprinted” on mine, my narrative diverges from hers: I will not 

be marrying a man and producing seven blue-eyed children. Yet, the history and 

heteronormativity that this photograph attempts to secure still threaten my body. 

Revealing myself to be in love with a woman I foreground my inability to complete the 

ritual act of marriage. Even if I could (or desired to) legally marry, my union would not 

satisfy the dream this particular wedding photo attempts to prescribe. Inability to legally 

marry – and thus inability to possess “official” documentation of queer unions – is just 

one of the many ways queer bodies are destroyed by the hegemonic forces of history. 

Familial estrangement is another. As a genealogy of descent, 900 Gallons presents both 

the imprint of history and its destruction of my queer body. But the embodied nature of 

this genealogy – the fact that it is a performance – suggests that these forces have not yet 

succeeded. In placing my queer body at the center of this genealogy, I recognize the ways 
                                                
7 Just two weeks ago, when presenting an excerpt of 900 Gallons on a panel of performances about race at 
a feminist conference, a white audience member felt entitled to complain that our performances did not “lift 
her up.” She instead found our performances “depressing,” and went so far as to ask us “why we hated 
ourselves” before telling us that we needed to “transcend” the histories presented.  
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it is marked by destructive, hegemonic histories, but I also resist them. And thus, even as 

this performative genealogy descends, it also dissents – dwelling among the oppressions 

of the past and present in order to destabilize them.   

Dick died, alone in his Chicago apartment a few years ago. It was Christmastime, 

the same Christmas I came out to my family. A co-worker found his body and contacted 

my grandparents. It was the first they had heard of him in some time. No one in my family 

attended his funeral. I don’t even know if there was a funeral. My family didn’t handle my 

coming out well. They still aren’t. We’re not estranged, but we’re definitely strained.  

I look at this picture of my mother and Dick as pale-haired toddlers and am 

reminded of its failures. How it failed to fix a future of familial intimacy. And how this 

failure may not have skipped a generation.  
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Figure 6: Barbara and Richard (Dick) Seefeldt pose for their first professional photo 
together. Photograph by G.L Larsen (1943). 

Both autoethnography and genealogy make intimacy public. As Foucault says, 

genealogy seeks history in the most private of places, “in what we tend to feel is without 

history – in sentiments, love, conscience, instincts” (76). Similarly, autoethnography, at 

its core, is about extracting the critical / cultural concerns from the intimacies of an 

individual’s life. In this way, both methodologies align with the slogan made famous by 

second wave feminism: that the personal is political. Michael Warner argues that this 

axiom, at its most foundational level, is about the power of our personal, intimate lives. 
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“This slogan can be taken to mean… that the social arrangements structuring 
private life, domestic households, intimacy, gender, and sexuality are neither 
neutral nor immutable, that they can be seen as relations of power and subject to 
transformation” (34).  

The private, the intimate – those things often seen as “without history” – contain valuable 

information about the ways that systems of power operate. Not only that, they are 

themselves “relations of power” as evidenced by their ability to transform. In order to 

change, however, they must be acknowledged and privileged as valid sites of political 

struggle. In this way, making the personal, political, the private, public – through 

autoethnography, genealogy or otherwise – is a counter-hegemonic act.  

It is also a queer act, one that is central to 900 Gallons. Drawing the private into 

the public is a queer project in the sense that it reflects the lived realities of openly queer 

bodies, whose intimate, sexual, and personal lives are made hyper-visible and hyper-

public by existing within heteronormative structures. Queer acts are not limited only to 

queer bodies or narratives but can exist anytime the hegemonic binary between public 

and private is breached. In “Sex in Public,” Lauren Berlant and Michael Warner propose 

a queer project that “support(s) forms of affective, erotic, and personal living that are 

public in the sense of accessible, available to memory, and sustained through collective 

activity” (203). Resisting heteronormative structures that carefully regulate the private 

and public spheres, Berlant and Warner’s proposal creates space for us to share our most 

intimate selves in public.  

This project is alive in 900 Gallons, long before and well beyond the moment 

when I reveal myself to be queer. Over the course of the play’s nine vignettes, the 

monologues increase in “affective, erotic, personal” nature.8 All the while, the wedding 
                                                
8 Here, I consider “erotic” not as explicitly sexual but as it is expansively defined by Audre Lorde. 
According to Lorde, our erotic self produces “the power which comes from sharing deeply any pursuit with 
another person” (56). The implications of erotic living are thrilling: “when we begin to live from within 
outward, in touch with the power of the erotic within ourselves, and allowing that power to inform and 
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dress – a garment that, were I to wear it, would complete the trinity of white gown rituals 

performed by the women in my family – awaits me, patient and spectral. Confronting it 

only to announce that it doesn’t fit, I resist another trinity: patriarchy, heteronormativity 

and the white supremacy that they harbor. Publically performing my refusal of straight 

marriage – a (non)event that otherwise goes undocumented – archives this resistant act. 

Or, in the words of Berlant and Warner, it renders this private refusal of a very public 

ritual “accessible to [the audience’s] memory.” Through collective witnessing, 

performance sustains this queer act. Not only can performance make visible and tangible 

that which is often overlooked by history – (non)events, refusals, absence – it creates a 

space where we can collectively labor to re-member unarchived or unarchivable histories.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                                                                                                            
illuminate our actions upon the world around us, then we begin to be responsible to ourselves in the deepest 
sense… Our acts against oppression become integral with self, motivated and empowered from within” 
(Lorde 58). 
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Anti-Racist Performance/Practice:  

Repetition with a Critical Difference 

 

Figure 7: “Mission Trips,” directed by Lydia Nelson for 900 Gallons. Performed by 
Nicole Gurgel. Photograph by Diana Ramirez (2011).   

“Identity cannot, then, reside in the name you can say or the body you can see – 
your own or your mother’s… Identity is perceptible only through a relation to an 
other – which is to say, it is a form of both resisting and claiming the other, 
declaring the boundary where the self diverges from and merges with the other. In 
that declaration of identity and identification, there is always loss, the loss of not-
being the other and yet remaining dependent on that other for self-seeing, self-
being.”  

—Peggy Phelan, Unmarked: The Politics of Performance (13)   

 
“This / is the heart’s constant / project: this simple / learning; learning  / how to 
hold / hopelessness / and hope together; / to see on the unharmed / surface of one / 
the great scar of the other; / to recognize / both and to make / something of both; / 
to desire everything / and nothing / at once and to desire it / all the time; / and to 
contain that desire fleshly; in a body.” 
 
—Carrie Fountain, “Want” from Burn Lake (31-32)  
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I begin drinking milk in rehearsals four weeks before the production. I try to buy 

the organic kind because I am afraid of consuming hormones and antibiotics in such 

volume. But often I am pressed for time and have to pick up the conventional brand sold 

at my local corner store. The packaging declares it rBGH-free, but I don’t believe it. 

Whenever I drink non-organic milk I think of my grandpa Gerhardt, my mom’s dad. He 

farmed before these kinds of chemicals were considered “conventional.” Gerhardt told 

me once that his heifers produced milk for up to fourteen years. Today, the average dairy 

cow runs dry after four.  

Our creative team has discussed using rice or almond milk but they are too 

yellowish. Even if they weren’t, I think it is important that I drink actual milk on stage. 

The first few times I rehearse with it, I burp a lot. It is uncomfortable dancing with a 

milk-filled stomach. Even more troubling: milk triggers my body to produce more mucus, 

making it difficult to speak. 

I am worried about this. I consider writing it into the script so that the audience 

doesn’t mistake my milk-thickened voice for uncontrolled emotions. But somewhere 

around the third or fourth rehearsal, after repeating this particular performance enough, 

the symptoms subside.   

During 900 Gallons’ fifth vignette, “Mission Trips,” I embody my paternal 

grandfather, a domineering Lutheran pastor who was, curiously, beloved by his 

congregation. I perform this scene downstage center, five feet from the first row of seats. 

Sinking heavily onto an overturned milk crate, my left leg splays to the side and my left 

arm goes limp, illustrating the paralysis that inhabited one side of his body. From this 

position I tell how my own father’s career as a Lutheran minister took him to “mission 

fields” all over the world. And how, just before my father went to Malawi, my 

grandfather joked that: “Karl is going to Africa to make the black people feel white.” I 
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deliver this line in a booming, self-important voice – a voice feared by grandchildren, a 

voice that could deliver orders to my grandmother from two rooms away. I picture his 

face as I speak these words, a face not so unlike my own father’s. And I remember my 

dad’s reaction to his father’s racist joke – how he laughed and then repeated the story on 

more than one occasion. 

Re-performing my grandfather Karl’s racist joke and my father Karl’s reiteration 

of it illustrates one way in which performance can undermine white supremacy. Key to 

this process is Peggy Phelan’s concept of performance as repetition with a difference.  

According to Phelan, “performance occurs over a time which will not be repeated. It can 

be performed again, but this repetition itself marks it as ‘different’” (146). While past 

performances can be repeated, they can never be reproduced; thus, every performance of 

a past event is a repetition with a difference. Not all performances destabilize, however, 

as is evidenced by my father’s re-telling of the joke. In repeating it to his brothers, also 

Lutheran pastors, he reinforced the racism and colonialism enacted in the original telling. 

My performance of both moments reveals how repetition must contain a critical 

difference in order to destabilize hegemony.  

The differences within my performance of this racist family joke are many. 

Whereas the original performance was delivered in the presence of my white family 

members, I now perform it for a multi-racial audience, none of whom are relatives. 

Instead of presenting it comically as both my grandfather and father did, my reenactment 

is deeply serious; it serves to both expose and critique the relationship between 

fundamentalist Christianity and white supremacy. Finally, and perhaps most obviously, I 

am the performer in this story’s new iteration – not my grandfather or my father. Both 

men spoke these words in the presence of people they presumed to be uncritical of their 

racism. They expected this unseemly side of their Christian benevolence to stay invisible, 
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protected by the family code of silence. Presenting this story publically through my 

female body destabilizes the past moment, signaling that even as their white, male gaze 

remains at the center of the story, they were, themselves, under surveillance. 

Presenting this moment of counter-surveillance in the liminal space of 

performance changes it. Liminality, according to Deloria, is “a frozen moment of 

unpredictable potential in the midst of a process of change” (35). The liminality of 

performance – its ability to free us from the hegemonies of time, space and reality – 

strengthens its potential to produce repetition with a critical difference. These qualities of 

performance are what make it such a potent medium through which we can re-member 

oppressive histories. As Deloria argues, the liminal space of performance is “critical to an 

individual’s (or a society’s)… reemergence as something new” (35). While Deloria 

recognizes that performance can produce individual or social change, he does not specify 

the kind of change it generates. This suggests that just as performance can sustain 

oppression, it can also oppose it. It is this power of performance, the ability to create 

unforeseeable newness, that makes it capable of inspiring radical change.  

Of course, it is possible that 900 Gallons not be transformative in every context or 

for every audience member. Re-performing stories of racism and white supremacy, I risk 

reifying the very systems I intend to resist. When I presented excerpts of 900 Gallons at 

the National Communication Association’s annual conference in 2011, the primarily 

white audience laughed all the way through “Confirmation,” a scene that I find haunting 

and terrifying in its blatant colonialism. By the time I performed “Mission Trips” they 

were listening somberly, but the lightness with which they received the previous scene 

spoke to the possible limits of autoethnographic performance: that, due to the specific 

nature of it, other white folks do not have to implicate themselves in it. That white 

audience members will fail to see racism and supremacy as something we all inherit, no 
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matter how “liberal” our upbringings. I am concerned that, for these audience members, 

900 Gallons is a project only necessary for someone who grew up in a conservative 

religious culture, rather than a daily practice we all must undertake. And on certain days, 

I fear that this is just a personal excavation, that in its specificity it is primarily serving 

my need to transform.  

While no easy answer to these concerns exists, they have inspired revisions that I 

will experiment with in future productions. To encourage engagement and reflexivity, I 

want to craft a more intimate set – possibly seating the audience around a table at the 

center of the performance as a way to deepen their implication in the work.  This choice 

raises another problem, however. It risks putting all audience members on display – 

people of color and white folks alike. My concern here is that it will force non-white 

participants to engage with white supremacy in a way that reenacts the traumatic legacies 

against which 900 Gallons is laboring. I worry that white audience members will look to 

their Black and Brown counterparts to gauge their own reactions, thus putting folks of 

color on display rather than the supremacist systems the piece critiques. This raises an 

even larger question: who is 900 Gallons’ intended audience? Is the individual 

transformation it intends to produce available to and/or needed by audience members 

across race? Further still: if performance can create social change, who needs to be 

present for this possibility to exist? 

Even as questions linger – and I expect they always will – I still trust in the 

transformational possibilities of performance. I trust because the process of creating 900 

Gallons has transformed me. When I presented the first iteration to my Performing Race 

class in 2010, I was an emotional mess. I cried a lot – as I wrote, rehearsed, and 

performed the piece. I cried so much that two Latina/o classmates commented that they 

couldn’t engage with the performance because they didn’t think it should be their job to 
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witness “a crying white girl” working through her racial grief. They were right; it should 

not be their job.  

A year and a month later, when I presented the full-length version of 900 Gallons, 

I choked up only once during the two-evening run. It was during “Dress Fitting,” when I 

spoke about falling in love with my girlfriend, Diana, who was in the audience that night. 

And it is not just in performance that I notice a difference in myself. Like Augusto Boal 

insists, performance serves as a training ground for everyday life. I notice the effects of 

this when I am able to, with increasing sureness, talk about race, oppression, and 

supremacy, and my implication in these systems, without fear or guilt.9 This is an 

important change. The ability to face the oppressions of the past and present without the 

paralysis of guilt or fear has prepared me to be a better ally, activist, and artist.  

Two weeks before 900 Gallons opened, I attended a panel discussion on 

performance and trans studies as part of the Performance as Public Practice program’s 

Fridays at 2 lecture series. One of the panelists, Dr. Omise’eke Natasha Tinsley, 

presented her work about a community in Haiti in which biologically male individuals 

live as women. Commenting on their acceptance in the broader community, Dr. Tinsley 

stated that in Haiti gender fluidity is not just present, but necessary. During the 

discussion period, I asked why. She explained that voodoo cosmology resists binaries 

between male and female, spirit and flesh, and that this cosmology survived in part 

because it combats colonization, slavery and hegemony. She then spoke more personally: 

“I am myself, but I also am my grandfather – and I have to be, to remember him, because 

that cultural memory has been ripped from me.”  

                                                
9 bell hooks calls for this very thing in “Culture to Culture: Ethnography and Cultural Studies as Critical 
Intervention.” “It should be possible,” she writes, “for scholars, especially those who are members of 
groups who dominate, exploit, and oppress others, to explore the political implications of their work 
without fear or guilt” (124).   
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Hearing Dr. Tinsley’s testimony at a time when I was rehearsing to perform my 

own grandfathers was arresting. I wrote her response word-for-word in a red pocket 

notebook – the same book that held my director’s notes and prop lists. After her words I 

wrote my own: “thinking about this in relation to 900 G – I also have to be my 

grandfather but for a different reason.” And then, a list of reasons: “anti-racism, my own 

health – to NOT have lies, disease, spiritual dissonance.”  

I’ve thought about Dr. Tinsley’s words many times since that day. I’ve thought 

about the necessity of being my ancestors and me all at once. About how losing their 

stories only strengthens our participation in oppression. Yet, even as I always am my 

grandfathers, my father, my mother, I am also always myself – a self that is queer, 

feminist, anti-racist. And in as much as my ancestors remain in me, their lives, words, 

actions, and inactions are shaped by this radical paradigm. As are mine.  

It is both my hope and belief that 900 Gallons has not just been transformative for 

me, but that it has, in some small way, contributed to collective transformation. One of 

the ways I believe this to be possible, is in the piece’s persistent defiance of the 

pathological, hegemonic – and thus, white – impulse to deny the past’s bearing on the 

present. Recently, this impulse became unavoidably apparent at UT when The Daily 

Texan published a political cartoon that equated a racialized analysis of Trayvon Martin’s 

murder with sensationalism and yellow journalism. It pictured a white woman reading a 

bedtime story to her white daughter that ended or began (this detail was unclear) with the 

words, “AND THEN the BIG, BAD WHITE man killed the HANDSOME, sweet, 

innocent COLORED BOY!!!” (Kingkade, emphasis original). The cartoon was met with 

immediate, organized resistance from some faculty, staff, students, and Austin 

community members. The next day, the editorial board issued a watery, excuse-ridden 

apology and the cartoonist stepped down. Even so, a great many responses emerged in 
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support of the cartoonist and her work, making it clear that the desire to disconnect the 

United States’ racist history from current events is both persistent and insidious. 

The inability to hold past and present together is the very impulse that 900 

Gallons rages against. By performing the words of three generations in “Mission Trips,” 

by recalling my mother’s confirmation day through my own, by repeating the ritual and 

routine of milk drinking that extends beyond familial memory, I counter desires to “put 

the past behind us” in this so-called post-racial moment. Through 900 Gallons I contend 

that holding oppressive histories does not mean we must perpetuate their narratives. 

Rather, by examining them closely, tracing their presence in our bodies, minds, histories, 

and spirits, we (re)gain our power over them. In the space of performance, this practice is 

magnified and multiplied. Because no performance is ever the same, because we are 

always repeating with a difference, the process of moving with and through 

autoethnographic genealogies is renewed each time it is performed. When this difference 

is critical – when we place ourselves, stories, and performances in resistance to the 

structures that oppress many and privilege others – we begin to access the radical 

possibilities of performance.  
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Appendix: 900 Gallons 

NOTES 

 
This script – including the text, design, stage directions and photographs – is reflective of 
900 Gallons’ first full-length performance. The run was held on 3-4 November 2011 at 
the University of Texas – Austin in the Winship Drama Building’s black box space, 
2.180. The creative team consisted of the following in alphabetical order: M’bewe 
Escobar (Choreographer), Nicole Gurgel (Writer/Performer/Designer/Producer), Lydia 
Nelson (Director/Designer), Katelyn Hale Wood (Dramaturg). Additional creative and 
production support was offered by Rowan Doyle (Design Consultant), Amy Lewis 
(Lighting Designer), Nikiko Masumoto (Dramaturgical Consultant), Dorian Robinson 
(Technical Consultant), Diana Ramirez (Production Photographer), Karen Rodriguez 
(Makeup Designer). Since that performance, the only noticeable revisions have been 
made to the choreographic concept. This script reflects those changes.  
 
While gesture is laced throughout 900 Gallons, the performance contains three moments 
that are entirely given over to dance – the opening, scene seven (sieben), and the closing. 
Each of these is built from a series of nine gestures; each gesture appears in one of the 
play’s nine vignettes. While the gestures are shared across the dances, their execution 
differs as does the music, composition, and tone. The vignettes (numbered in German) 
and corresponding gestures are as follows:  
 
 Eins: Book Report – March Step  
 Zwei: Dinner Party – Prost (Toast) 
 Drei: Confirmation – Hand to Heart 
 Vier: Piano Lesson – Stolen Beats 
 Fünf: Mission Trip – Left Paralyzed 
 Sechs: Baptism – Washing 
 Sieben: Bedtime Story – Indian Feather 
 Acht: Dress Fitting – Dress Arms 
 Neun: Funeral – Milk Bottle Drop 
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DESIGN 

 
The audience enters to Elvis Presley’s “Milk Cow Blues Boogie,” “Baby Es Regnet 
Doch,” (“Baby it’s Cold Outside,” auf Deutsch), or similar songs that evoke milk, 
German(s), straight love, and – most importantly – white nostalgia.  
 
The design of the house extends this evocation. End tables have been inserted among the 
seats. Each table holds a lamp, each lamp illuminates six photographs: a dry goods 
store, a woman’s profile overlooking a farm, a baptism, two confirmations, a wedding. 
The photographs span sixty years. Some are black and white, some are in color, one is a 
Polaroid bearing the photographer’s fingerprint. The audience is invited to handle them 
before the performance begins.  
 

 
 

Figure 8:  House design by Nicole Gurgel and Lydia Nelson for 900 Gallons. 
Photograph by Diana Ramirez (2011).  
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The stage is filled with related elements: picture frames, glass bottles full of milk, a 
kitchen table, a confirmation gown, a wedding dress. But where the house is warm, 
cheerful, inviting, the stage is cool, somber, haunting. The oversized picture frames are 
empty; they are hung from the ceiling to create a corridor that extends upstage left from 
center stage. The corridor sways, ever so slightly. An apron and a confirmation gown 
hang from one frame. Milk bottles crowd three corners of the stage. A table, on wheels, is 
positioned center stage. An almost completely iced red velvet cake sits on the table, next 
to a glass bowl of white icing and a silver knife. Nine white plates and nine glasses are 
stacked nearby. An iron sits at the opposite end of the table. Next to it is a wedding dress. 
 

 
 

Figure 9: Set design by Nicole Gurgel and Lydia Nelson for 900 Gallons. Photograph 
by Diana Ramirez (2011).   
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PRE-SHOW 

 
Nicole enters dressed in red slacks, an off-white top and white and gray saddle shoes. 
She tests the iron’s heat with her hand, then irons the dress in three brusque strokes. 
Once pressed, she hangs the dress next to the robe and apron; the three items sway and 
glow, spectral. Moving to the opposite end of the table, she finishes icing the cake with 
slow, circular strokes until the red velvet is covered in white frosting. Finally, she 
produces a white handkerchief from her pocket and bends to polish her shoes, one-two-
three. At odds with the pre-show music, each task is solemn, ritualized. 
 
The lights go dark and Nancy Walker’s “Milk Man Keep Those Bottles Quiet!” comes 
up. As the lights fade in, Nicole begins to dance brightly, playfully, breaking the eeriness 
of the stage and her previous movements. She visits the various elements of the set design 
– the frames, the dress, robe and apron, the table, the milk bottles – while moving 
through the ordered series of gestures, calling out their numbers in German.  
 
 She march steps. Eins! 
 She raises a milk bottle in a toast. Zwei! 
 She brings her hand to her heart. Drei! 
 She taps her foot. Vier! 
 She extends her left leg, paralyzed. Fünf! 
 She washes her face and arms. Sechs! 
 She holds a feather to her forehead. Sieben! 
 She extends her arms behind the hanging dress. Acht! 
 She crouches as if placing milk bottles. Neun!  
 
The music fades. Nicole finds herself upstage left.  
 

PROLOGUE: NINE GALLONS 

 
I was born in America’s Dairyland to a dairy farmer’s daughter. 
I was born in the belly of the German Lutheran church 
to the son of a German Lutheran minister. 
 
Walking through the frames.  
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The sixth child of seven who would stretch the skin of my mother’s stomach and breasts; 
the sixth child of seven who would appear pale and happy in shoeboxes full of family 
photos; the sixth child of seven who would always look at the world through blue eyes; 
who would always – morning, noon, and night – say my prayers and drink my milk;  
who would always be able to digest it.  
 
We bought our milk at Schroedl’s,  
a butcher shop and dairy near Jefferson, Wisconsin. 
We’d fill two milk crates 
with four gallons each, plus one. 
 
Wheeling the table across the stage and into the frames, as if parking a car in a garage.  
 
I’d carry the extra one –  
the odd gallon out – 
from the station wagon,  
down the stairs, 
into the cool of the basement. 
I’d pull the latch on the rusting refrigerator  
and perch the ninth gallon, atop the other eight. 
 
Our family of nine would drink it all in one week –  
in sips and gulps, loving it for its sweet, neutral taste – 
masking the flavor of foods that were too spicy or too bitter – 
calmly coating our tongues with something familiar, something plain.  
 
Nine people. Nine gallons a week.  
 
Which means, in the eighteen years  
I lived at the corner of 
Madison and Church Street 
I drank almost 900 gallons of milk. 
 
Nicole takes a big drink of milk, leaving a milk mustache. A school bell rings. She gasps, 
ducks under the table and pops out the downstage side. She runs downstage right and 
jumps on the overturned milk crate.  
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EINS: BOOK REPORT 
 
Delivered with gusto – a teacher’s pet.  
 
In 1917, education was a battleground 
and my great-grandfather, Herman Gurgel, 
was one of its foot soldiers.  
 
Just before the U.S. entered World War I,  
while Woodrow Wilson was extolling the “benefits of segregation,” 
Herman moved his young wife from Wisconsin  
to the decades-old Apache reservation in Globe, Arizona.  
There, he taught Apache children at a German Lutheran school.  
 
Catching the colonialism of this story, she backs up, the teacher’s pet shtick fading. 
 
It could have been one of those boarding schools, 
the ones where indigenous children were kept from their families, 
and sometimes beaten for speaking their own language 
while being taught to sing “Jesus Loves Me,” in English. 
Yes. It— it could have been one of those schools, but I really can’t say for sure.  
 
I also can’t say why Herman traveled over 1500 miles to proselytize to American Indians 
in Arizona when so many were living in Wisconsin. I really don’t know why.  
 
Assuming a military posture and tone.  
 
What I can say, is that – according to church historians – Herman was keeping with 
“the federal government’s three-pronged policy to prepare the Apache for assimilation 
into Anglo culture. 
 
March stepping back to the frames.  
 
 “1) Economic self-sufficiency through agriculture 
  2) Literacy and “proper etiquette” training through schools 
  3) Conversion to Christianity.”10 
 
In 1917, Herman’s wife gave birth to Karl August Gurgel, my paternal grandfather.  
Shortly thereafter the family of three returned to Wisconsin. 
 

                                                
10 This passage was taken from an article found on the Wisconsin Lutheran Seminary open database. Since 
creating the script in October 2010, the database has been closed to the public and thus, I cannot cite it.   
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None of that is recorded on our family tree.  
Neither is Karl’s mother’s name.  
 

ZWEI: DINNER PARTY 
 
The lights shift and Nicole puts on the apron. A National Public Radio (NPR) story 
begins to play as she cuts the cake, sets a piece on each of the nine plates and pours nine 
glasses of milk. As she does she eats cake and drinks milk. At first these are small tastes, 
but they grow larger, more manic, more gluttonous as the NPR piece builds towards its 
conclusion. Throughout, Nicole is oblivious to the audience. 
 
“From NPR news this is All Things Considered. I’m Michelle Norris.  
 
“And I’m Melissa Blach. We tell you a lot of stories about immigrants and now we’d like 
to tell you one story about the legacy that immigrants leave to the United States – their 
children. We’re starting an occasional series called “Immigrants’ Children” about how 
they make their mark and the issues that confront them. One issue that comes up 
frequently on talk radio and cable tv is language. 
 
“‘That’s our question: we’re talking about the huge influx of Spanish speaking 
immigrants to the United States and the fear that they just won’t let go of their original 
language.’ That was CNN’s Rick Sanchez. Critics say that today’s immigrants and their 
children show little interest in committing themselves to speaking English. As part of the 
debate we hear that previous waves of immigrants were different, were more eager to 
learn English than those today. But was that the case? NPR’s Jennifer Ludden has been 
checking it out. She has this report.  
 
“If you travel to the tiny town of Hustisford, Wisconsin an hour west of Milwaukee. You 
can still visit the two-story house of the town’s founder, an Irish man from New York 
named John Hustis… But within a decade or so a new wave of pioneers showed up. In 
the mid nineteenth century in a pattern repeated across the Midwest large numbers of 
Germans started buying homes and farms, part of a mass migration that would 
profoundly change Hustisford and the nation.  
 
“‘This was – it’s a hardware store now – this was another grocery store on the bottom.’ 
Gruelke walks me down Hustisford’s largely abandoned main street. ‘It’s called 
Seefeldts. See the name up on top? I remember going into that store, they had hand-
packed ice cream cones, the best in town.  
 
“On other buildings you see engraved the German names Gillichs and Zillitch. Gruelke 
remembers his parents speaking German to the shop keepers as they sold their eggs or ran 
errands. In fact, even though Gruelke was born in 1941 – a fourth generation American 
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on one side and third on the other – his first language at home was German. ‘My 
grandmother even though she was born in the United States, I don’t recall her ever saying 
more than three words in English. In fact, my grandfather was rather staunch, he would 
reprimand us that it was more like a slang language, English, and he wanted us to speak 
German in his presence. Which we did. 
  
“‘In a place like Hustisford, in 1910, um a quarter of the population told the census taker 
that they spoke only German and didn’t speak any English. A quarter of the population.’ 
That stunned Joseph Salmons a German linguist at the University of Wisconsin. When he 
set out to study the area’s church and court records he had no idea the language had 
thrived for so long. 1910 was already a full generation after the mass migration dropped 
off. Yet not only were many in Hustisford and other farm towns still bilingual this 
sizeable portion was monolingual. ‘It turns out a lot of these people were born in 
Wisconsin. And a fair number of these people were born in Wisconsin of parents who 
were born in Wisconsin. That is, these guys were not exactly killing themselves to learn 
English.’”11 
 
Her mouth full of cake, Nicole finally notices the audience. 
 
Oh my gosh. I’m being a terrible host.  
 
Trying to wash the cake down with a too-large drink of milk, she wipes her hands on her 
apron – the red velvet leaves stains.  
 
So rude. Would anyone like a piece of cake? Or a glass of milk? Really. I’ve got plenty.  
 
Now a nervous, aggressively gracious hostess, she begins to pass out milk and cake.  
 
So, that NPR story – well, it’s about the region where my maternal grandparents are from 
– their dairy farm was just outside of Hustisford. My grandpa – Gerhardt Seefeldt – his 
aunt and uncle owned Seefeldt Dry Goods – or maybe it was his great aunt and uncle – 
they only owned it for, like, three years, and that was probably a hundred years ago, but 
somehow Seefeldt Brothers – nevermind it was owned by a brother and sister – continues 
to be one of the highlights of the Hustisford Historical Society walking tour. The Seefeldt 
name is still on that building’s false front.  
 
Like Mel Gruelke, my grandparents Gerhardt and Anna spoke their first words in 
German, despite being fourth generation Americans. They went to a one-room German 
Lutheran school, their births and baptisms are probably listed auf Deutsch in their 
church’s records. 

                                                
11 All quoted text transcribed from “In Rural Wisconsin, German Reigned for Decades.” Narrated by 
Jennifer Ludden. 
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Her hostess persona fading, showing signs of disturbance.  
 
In some ways, that region feels anachronistic,  
like it’s been frozen in time.  
 
Like the butcher shop  
where my family bought  
all those gallons of milk –  
we’d step into this world of  
raw meat and bleach,  
we’d pull a paper number 
and wait for it to be called  
by one of the  
white men in  
white paper hats whose 
white uniforms were covered by  
white aprons stained in blood.  
 
Disturbance fading, she attempts a joke.  
 
And remember, this was the nineties.  
 
Back in hostess mode.  
 
But there have been changes. The family farm was sold before I was born and no one is 
fluent in the mother tongue, die muttersprache, anymore.  
 
There is this one German song that my whole family knows, we sing it on birthdays. It 
repeats the same line over and over. 
 
Dancing a polka step, she sings: 
 
Hoch so sie leben. 
Hoch so sie leben. 
Drei mal hoch. 
 
Hoch so sie leben. 
Hoch so sie leben.  
Drei mal hoch.  
 
Sie leben sie leben sie leben drei mal hoch.  
Sie leben sie leben sie leben drei mal hoch.  
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Sie leben drei mal hoch 
Sie leben drei mal hoch. 
Sie leben sie leben sie leben drei mal hoch.  
 
It translates, literally, high shall you live, high shall you live, three times high. It’s a wish 
for a good life, a rich life, a happy life.  
 
Coyly, she asks: 
 
It’s also a drinking song, so it’s meant to be sung by a big group of people. So: would 
you all sing it with me?  
 
The audience agrees. 
 
Let’s try just speaking it first: hoch so sie leben, hoch so sie leben, drei mal hoch.  
 
Once more: hoch so sie leben, hoch so sie leben, drei mal hoch. 
 
Sehr gut. Follow me for the melody changes.  
 
Polka-stepping again, this time more wildly. 
 
Hoch so sie leben. 
Hoch so sie leben. 
Drei mal hoch. 
 
Hoch so sie leben. 
Hoch so sie leben.  
Drei mal hoch.  
 
Sie leben sie leben sie leben drei mal hoch.  
Sie leben sie leben sie leben drei mal hoch.  
 
Sie leben drei mal hoch 
Sie leben drei mal hoch. 
Sie leben sie leben sie leben drei mal hoch.   
 
Prost! 
 
Nicole raises her glass of milk in a toast. She drinks it all in one gulp. She winces as the 
milk enters her stomach. Shuddering, she backs up towards the table.  
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Figure 10:  “Dinner Party,” directed by Lydia Nelson for 900 Gallons. Performed by 
Nicole Gurgel. Photograph by Diana Ramirez (2011).  

DREI: CONFIRMATION 
 
At fourteen, I am confirmed. 
I wear a white dress and white shoes and 
promise to be a faithful Lutheran all my life. 
 
She takes off the apron, placing it among the cake mess on the table. She moves to stand 
behind the frame where the robe and dress hang, and puts on the robe as if looking in a 
mirror. She moves back to the table, pushing it downstage right, leaving the corridor of 
frames empty.  
 
I am nervous. I’m going to be examined in front of a church full of people –  
tested on my knowledge of the Catechism.  
My mom made my dress and it’s already a little tight.  
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Of the thirty-one members of my Confirmation class,  
twenty-two have German last names: 
 
Marching backwards, into the frames.  
 
Beck, Braunschweig, Gerstner, Hafenstein, Klein, Walta, Wiedenfeld.  
 
An army of white robes, 
we proceed together, 
red carnations pinned over our hearts, 
 
Hand to heart, she stops marching. 
 
we “renounce the devil in all his ways;” 
we vow to “conform all our lives to the divine Word  
and to suffer all, even death, rather than fall away from it;” 
we bow and “receive our blessing.”12 
 
We sing: 
 
 Onward Christian Soldiers 
 Marching as to war 
 With the cross of Jesus 
 Going on before! 
 Christ the royal master 
 Leads against the foe, 
 Forward into battle 
 See his banners go! 
 
Beat. Nicole rips off the gown, tosses it upstage and races back to the table.  
 
And then we go home to parties 
where we eat cake iced with our names 
and open cards full of cash. 
 
Nicole opens a white envelope and the card inside it – it contains the two confirmation 
photos that are on the end tables. She holds it up for the audience to see.  
 
 
 
 

                                                
12 All quoted text, as well as the names of my classmates is from Memories of My Confirmation (2-5).  
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My mother and me. 
Forty years apart. 
Both dressed in white. 
Both clutching Bibles. 
 
Just before I was confirmed, 
I asked her if she thought fourteen 
was too young to make a life-long vow – 
a vow “to the death.” 
She told me it probably was. 
 

 
 

Figure 11: “Confirmation,” directed by Lydia Nelson for 900 Gallons. Performed by 
Nicole Gurgel. Photograph by Diana Ramirez (2011).   

VIER: PIANO LESSON 
Placing the photos back on the table, Nicole inserts a red straw into a glass of milk. She 
looks around, checking to make sure she is alone, then blows bubbles into her milk. She 
looks again – the coast is still clear, as she begins to hum the tune from “Onward 
Christian Soldiers,” through her straw. This sounds like a kazoo and milk bubbles 
cascade over the glass’s edge onto the tablecloth. Nicole dances around the stage, 
irreverently still humming. Suddenly, she falls to the floor in a tantrum.  
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Every day after school, I have to practice piano for thirty whole minutes.  
I don’t like practicing.  
 
Falling back and rolling across the stage, away from the imagined piano. 
 
I the hate scales, I hate playing the same song over and over and over and over again, I 
hate playing it pianissimo and largo when the books tells me to play it pianissimo and 
largo. I hate that I’m not as good as my older sisters. They play the organ at church. I 
don’t think I’ll ever be as good as them and it makes me hate practicing even more.  
 
Suddenly excited, she scoots back across the floor towards the piano. 
  
But I do like getting really good at a song, so that I can play it loud and fast and make 
everybody in our house listen to me. One of my favorite songs goes like this: 
 
Nicole sits up, knees bent and spread wide, feet flat on the floor and  pounding: BOM 
pom pom pom BOM pom pom pom. 
 
 Shawnee, Arapaho, Pawnee, Navajo, Sioux.  
 Indian nations here before the great Christopher Columbus came. 
 And there were many, many more see how many nations you can name. 
 
I love playing this song. I love pounding those minor chords so they echo off the wooden 
floors of this old house. And I love saying those words: Arapaho, Navajo, Sioux. They 
aren’t boring words like: Mary had a little lamb whose fleece was white as snow. They 
feel loud and powerful in my mouth.  
 
Standing up. 
 
And when I play them I get to be loud and powerful – or forte and staccato.  
They make me feel bigger than I am and I like that.  
 
The kid-excitement drains from her body, but leaves her foot tapping, softly. 
 
And twenty years later, I still remember these words and this song.  
They still make my foot tap. Stolen beats remain in my body.  
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FÜNF: MISSION TRIP  
 
 
Foot still tapping, it leads Nicole stage right to the milk crate. She picks it up, solemnly 
loops around the disheveled table and places the crate center stage.  
 
My paternal grandfather, Karl August, was a Lutheran pastor.  
In his early seventies he started falling.  
 
He sprained a wrist, got a concussion; 
Finally, he had a stroke that paralyzed his left side, from head to toe. 
 
Nicole slides down onto the milk crate, left leg extended and left arm limp, as if 
paralyzed. The glass of milk and straw brought downstage left in the previous scene are 
still there. Nicole stares at it throughout this stanza. 
 
As a ten year old, it was hard to grasp  
the change that could happen in a single day: 
this terrifying, thunderous man, now wheelchair-bound,  
making a one-handed mess of Jell-o cups and beige fruit, 
trembling to raise his glass, inching the straw  
towards his drooping bottom lip.  
 
My father, Karl Robert, a pastor like his father, 
visited “mission fields” all over the world.  
An amateur ethnographer, he’d return home 
with stories about happy Christians  
in Brazil and Russia and Japan.  
 
He’d pop an enormous pot of popcorn  
and gather us in the living room to watch  
another shaky video taken on his brand new camera.  
Of the hours I spent watching these videos,  
I can only remember this fragment – 
an African man cleaning the church kitchen while singing: 
 
 More and more and more, more and more and more, 
 Teach me to love my Savior more and more and more; 
 More and more and more, more and more and more, 
 Teach me to love my Savior more and more and more.  
 
This went on for about five minutes, until my dad shut the camera off.  
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Before my father left on his first trip to Malawi, 
my grandfather, his namesake, announced through his Alzheimer’s: 
“Karl is going to Africa to make the black people feel white.” 
 
Standing suddenly, she moves away from the crate.  
 
I remember it so clearly.  
 
Standing in the doorway of his private room at the nursing home,  
watching my dad’s face light up in laughter.  
Later, hearing my father repeat it to his brothers –  
his new favorite joke.  
 
It is one of the few things I remember my grandfather – the preacher – ever saying. 
 
I think about the ways he must have proclaimed this from his pulpit:  
that salvation comes through whiteness.  
I think about the man cleaning the kitchen, what he would have thought of this “joke.”  
I think about how Karl was going to Africa to make himself feel white. 
And I think about how – and where – these sermons, these missions, live in me.  
 
These were the moments I caught.  
But what of the others?  
The ones that slipped through the cracks.  
 
Backing up into the frames.  
 
If I can’t remember them, where did they go?  
Did they soak into my skin?  
Calcify in my bones?  
Passed on from a grandfather I didn’t like, 
a father I have always fought. 
 
This isn’t the kind of thing we documented, 
photographed or taped into the family album; 
racism was regular, unremarkable,  
fed and fueled by our family mythology. 
 
Backing further upstage to survey the entire scene.  
 
This is my inheritance. 
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SECHS: BAPTISM 
 
Spreading the confirmation robe over her knees, Nicole washes herself with milk while 
chanting Psalm 51:7 to the melody of “More and More and More.” 
 
 Cleanse me with hyssop and I’ll be clean;  
 wash me, and I’ll be white like snow. 
 
 Cleanse me with hyssop and I’ll be clean;  
 wash me, and I’ll be white like snow. 
 
 Cleanse me with hyssop and I’ll be clean;  
 wash me, and I’ll be white like snow. 
 
Now dripping with milk, Nicole gathers the robe in her arms as if it is an infant. A church 
bell rings and she walks briskly into the corridor of frames. 
 
On November 14, 1982, 
I was dressed in a white gown 
and tiny white stockings, 
wrapped in a white blanket 
and bundled the half block to church 
 
where my dad pours water on my forehead  
in the name of God the Father, Son, and Holy Ghost. 
I am three weeks old. 
 
Later I will learn what baptism means from Luther’s Catechism. I will learn to recite: 
“Baptism means that our Old Adam with its evil deeds and desires should be drowned by 
daily contrition and repentance, and die, and that day by day a new man should arise, as 
from the dead, to live in the presence of God in righteousness and purity now and 
forever.”13 
 
In the photo from that day,  
my father holds me – 
the white baptismal gown stark against his black robe. 
 
Flanked by three grandparents – 
he stares into the camera, lips pressed together, determined, 
while my mother – smiling and dressed in red – 
gazes at my unswaddled hands. 
                                                
13 Martin Luther, Luther’s Catechism (10).  
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Figure 12:  “Baptism,” directed by Lydia Nelson for 900 Gallons. Performed by Nicole 
Gurgel. Photograph by Diana Ramirez (2011).  

SIEBEN: BEDTIME  
 
Moving towards the table, she places the robe down gently. Now in a kind of trance, 
Nicole begins to dance as she speaks, using some of the gestures from before (Prost, 
Dress Arms, Washing) and adding new ones.  
 
Warm milk is our sedative.  
 
We make it before bed. 
Pour it in the pot. 
Turn the burner on medium low. 
 
And watch it 
     and stir it  
          and watch it 
                and stir it.  
 
If you don’t watch and if you don’t stir 
The milk will scald, it will burn. 
It won’t turn out like you want it to. 
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Warm milk is our sedative.  
 
And if you don’t drink it right away,  
     if you forget it for just a few minutes 
          it will cool – 
               and form a skin –  
                        a white, coagulated, sour-sweet smelling skin 
 
 that coats your teeth and makes you gag.  
 
 

 
 

Figure 13:  “Bedtime,” directed by Lydia Nelson for 900 Gallons. Performed by Nicole 
Gurgel. Photograph by Diana Ramirez (2011).   
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Audio of “Grandma’s Indian Stories” plays and Nicole dances to it. There’s something 
dream-like and something nightmarish about this dance. She incorporates new 
movements with the nine original gestures, to narrate this story. Nicole still calls out 
each gesture’s number as she performs, but this time the gestures are out of order –  
Drei! Sieben! Eins! Vier! Neun! Zwei! Acht! Sechs! Fünf! 
 
“This is a true Indian story and it happened to your great grandpa and grandma Nauman. 
Many years ago, in fact it was about 1895 – isn’t that a long time ago? And this happened 
up at Shawno Wisconsin where your great grandfather was a pastor. And Near their home 
there was an Indian reservation – a place the government had set aside so they could live 
– well not quite the way they liked to live, but they could roam becau– they would roam 
around there. And sometimes they wouldn’t stay at their reservation, they would walk, 
they would go down the roads and this is what happened one morning.  
 
“Your great grandmother was home all alone with the little children. And all of a sudden 
she heard the dog making such a noise outside, she went to the door to see what was the 
matter. And here what did she see? There were – the yard was filled with Indians, not just 
the men but women and children and their horses and she really was frightened and the 
dog was barking. And then some of the Indians called to her and said, ‘does your dog 
bite, would your dog bite us?’ And grandma of course said, ‘sure he would bite.’ Because 
he evidently was a watchdog, a dog they had to help protect them. So grandma talked to 
them for a little bit, and then they asked if they could have water, sure they could have 
water for their animals, for their horses – they had many horses – and then grandma gave 
them some bread and pretty soon after they had the water and things, they were satisfied 
they moved on again back down the road and that’s the way the Indians traveled, they 
were called gypsies then. 
 
“And now we can go over to where your grandfather Gurgel – did you know he was born 
on an Indian reservation? A place where there were just all Indians? No – hardly any 
white people at all? And this was where your great-great grandfather Gurgel was a 
teacher at that time. He was telling these Indians about Jesus. And to this day we still 
have an Indian school there and a nursery for the little babies and a place where they can 
all learn about Jesus. But grandpa Gurgel won’t remember too much about that place 
because he was just a little baby. He was just six weeks old when his folks moved away 
from there so he can’t tell you too much about it but he knows that he was born at Globe, 
Arizona.  
 
“And from there let’s go to Watertown where Grandma Gurgel moved – this Grandma 
Gurgel – moved when she was about eight years old. And there too at one time there 
must have been Indians in our field behind our house because every once and a while 
when the men, when the farmer would come to plow up that field behind our house, he 
would find Indian heads, so we figured that they must have been – must have either lived 
their or had a war there.  
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“I’m gonna tell you what an Indian head is. An Indian head is a stone that they would 
make real pointed on one end and that they would use in their bow and arrows, like we 
use real, real, real arrows now. That’s what we found in the fields there.  
 
“Now this is grandpa and grandma at Fon du Lac for Christmas 1978. Goodnight Bart. 
Goodnight Douglas. Goodnight Ann. Goodnight Wendy. Goodnight Mama Barba– 
Barbara. Goodnight Daddy Karl.”14 
 
The audio ends and Nicole is panting on the ground. She lays on her side. With each line, 
she reaches out one leg as the other stays still and heavy, evoking the paralysis gesture.  
 
Milk was my first meal. 
Mother’s milk. 
Milk breath. 
Milk mustache. 
 
Milk can go bad.  
Sour milk. 
Spilt milk. 
Curdled milk. 
 
Finish your milk. 
Milk man. 
Milk bottle 
Milky way.  
 
Milk man. 
Milk bottle 
Milky way.  
 
Milk man. 
Milk bottle 
Milky way.  
 
Beat. Breath.  
 
I want to be light – 
 
Nicole rolls over onto her feet, reaching upward with one hand, she rises to her tiptoes.   

                                                
14 All quoted text is transcribed from a now-digitized audio recording labeled “Grandma’s Indian Stories.” 
It was made by Lydia Gurgel for her grandchildren in December, 1978.  
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like liquid, like particles – 
but I feel so heavy.  
 
Her hand drops.  
 
So unalterably solid.  
 
Her heels fall to the floor.  
A beat. A breath. Another.  
 

ACHT: DRESS FITTING 

 
Nicole stands behind the wedding dress, looking out at the audience through the frame.  
 
My mom never displayed photos of her wedding day.  
 
My dad’s dad had dominated the planning in his usual way – 
he picked the church, the music, the cake, the flowers, 
the honeymoon hotel.  
 
I’ve always assumed the absence of photos 
was because she didn’t want to remember that day.  
 
Which is why I was so surprised when she sent this  
to all seven of us on her forty-fifth anniversary.  
 
Holding out the wedding photo.  
 
I opened it and was stunned.  
I look so much like her.  
 
That summer, I was falling in love  
with a woman for the first time  
but still hadn’t told my parents.  
 
Picking up the wedding dress. 
 
Opening this card to see my face in my mother’s – 
wearing a wedding dress – 
reminded me of all the lies my parents told themselves about me.  
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That I would get married.  
In a church. To a man.  
That these things should make me happy.  
 
Folding the dress on top of the milk crate, she carries both down stage left.  
 
My mother did choose her own wedding dress.  
I had seen it in photos at my grandparents’ houses:  
A-line skirt, empire waist, pillbox hat.  
She made it herself. 
She looked so beautiful. 
 
I asked to try it on once.  
My mom made me first wash my hands and feet.  
 
Holding the dress in front of her, Nicole steps on to the crate.  
 
She held it open as I carefully stepped inside.  
It smelled stale and was yellowed under the armpits.  
 
Extending an arm through each sleeve. 
 
As I eased my arms into the sleeves,  
the bodice grew tight through the chest.  
I sucked in my stomach as my mom tried the zipper.  
 
She was twenty-three when she was married.  
I was sixteen when I tried it on.  
The dress didn’t fit.  
 

NEUN: FUNERAL 
 
During the Great Depression, milk prices – 
like many other things – plummeted.    
 
Arms now out of the dress, it falls off Nicole’s body and on to the floor.  
 
In Wisconsin, this was a crisis of a particular kind.  
 
Stepping off the crate, she begins to place the milk bottles – untouched until this moment 
– across the front of the stage.  
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The first strike was in February, 1933.  
Farmers dumped their milk and built  
barricades on the roads to bottling plants. 
Creameries in Fond du Lac and Shawno  
and Jefferson County were bombed. 
The National Guard mourned  
the crisis with tear gas. 
 
This is how my grandfather Gerhardt learned to farm – 
a shy, elfin teenager, weathering  
the great Wisconsin Milk Strike 
alongside his stubborn father, August. 
 
My grandmother can’t remember what side they were on –  
if they dumped their milk or if they didn’t.  
 
… 
 
Gerhardt, the dairy farmer, died of bone cancer in February, 2007. He was ninety-three. 
The day of his funeral, it snowed fourteen inches, filling the space prepared for him in the 
earth. His body was kept refrigerated in some mortician’s basement until the spring thaw. 
 
… 
 
Milk bottles now extend across the stage like gravestones, silos, landmines. Nicole steps 
through them, moving upstage left to survey the scene.  
  
Two years later, my mother and I drove the sixty miles to his grave – 
taking county road A to Q to K – in our station wagon.  
 
He was buried a mile from where he was born – 
you can see the farm from the cemetery –  
the farm he would inherit from his father and grandfather, 
the farm he would sell when he couldn’t make it anymore.  
 
The cemetery is called Hochheim, high place. 
From this perch, all you see are miles  
and miles of rolling, solemn hills.  
When the glaciers migrated through North America  
they sliced open these valleys,  
forever altering the terrain. 
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And now, farmers ride out low milk prices 
by renting their land to energy companies, 
the methodical blades of their windmills  
hovering eternally like a flock of enormous, slow-moving swans.  
 

 
 

Figure 14:  “Funeral,” directed by Lydia Nelson for 900 Gallons. Performed by Nicole 
Gurgel. Photograph by Diana Ramirez (2011).   

EPILOGUE: INHERITANCE 
 
It sounds so idyllic.  
And every time I get to this point,  
part of me wants to stop here. 
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To preserve this place.  
To let it be nothing more  
than the grave of a soft-spoken farmer  
who played “Home Sweet Home” on his harmonica  
and refused to eat anything but desserts on his deathbed.    
 
But this image – 
Hochheim – 
the dairyland pastoral – 
exposes its own façade. 
 
The only reason my ancestors 
could sing “Hoch So Sie Leben” 
and believe it – 
believe they could live 
higher in this New World – 
was because the labor was cheap  
and the land, stolen.  
Because here  
there were poorer,  
darker people 
who the government ensured 
would live below them.  
 
These are the losses not marked on this land – 
but they endure. 
 
Moving behind the frames, downstage right.  
 
When I look closer at that picture 
of me and the old Seefeldt farm, 
I see the manure bin. 
Navy blue  
and bigger than the farmhouse, 
it’s full of shit  
and in the front yard. 
The new owners don’t have any use for it, 
but they don’t know how to move it. 
 
Beat. Another. A third.  
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Erik Satie’s “Gymnopédie No. 3” begins to play and Nicole dances for a third time. She 
is dancing among the milk bottles now, repeating the original nine gestures, but 
repeating them differently. The differences vary: she march-steps with a paralyzed leg, 
she raises a glass, but does not drink, the washing-off gesture is reversed, the Indian 
Feather and the hand to heart are performed consecutively, then simultaneously. Milk 
might spill. It may or may not be cleaned up. The spotlight is tight on Nicole, but the 
detritus is still visible as the lights fade to black.   
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